FOCUS

Weapons and Ammunition Security:
The Expanding Role of Mine Action
Significant expertise is necessary to meet the security challenges posed by unsecured and poorly
stored weapons and ammunition. To address this threat, many donors and mine action actors, including the United Nations Mine Action Service, are including weapons and ammunition security
management as a core role.
by Elena Rice [ United Nations Mine Action Service ]

The inside of a damaged ammunition bunker.
Photo courtesy of the author.
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A damaged ammunition bunker in Libya.
Photo courtesy of author.

However, the immediate impact is compounded by what is
arguably a more widely catastrophic byproduct of improperly stored stocks. The medium- to long-term security threat
posed by unsecured munitions holds exponentially more dangerous potential for destabilizing countries and regions, with
serious implications for international peace and security.
Proliferation of weapons and ammunition during and
in the aftermath of recent conf licts starkly reveals the
dangers of unsecured arms and ammunition. As Moammar
Gadhafi’s government gradually lost control over Libya
in 2011, opposition forces and other groups gained access
to unsecured depots. Looted weapons have since been
traced to Gaza, Somalia, and West and North Africa. The
U.N. Security Council stated in December 2012 that “the
continued proliferation of weapons from within and outside
[the Sahel] threatens the stability of states in the region.”
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Weapons proliferation fuels insurgency, with the 2012–2013
crisis in Mali clearly demonstrating the impact of poorly

to make realistic assessments of the potential security risks
of their stockpiles, while appealing to states in a position to
do so to assist those with less developed capacity.4,5 Ensuring
the physical security of storage facilities reduces the possibility that these weapons will be removed and used for nefarious
purposes, including as components of improvised explosive
devices. The role of the mine action community in alleviating
this risk is apparent and the need to focus resources into practical implementation in the field is increasingly recognized.
The United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS) involvement in weapons and ammunition security management
draws upon its ability to contribute expert skills, specialized
equipment, and experience with explosive hazards. Several
UNMAS-implemented projects focus on securing weapons and ammunition first and storing the materials second,
emphasizing simple preventive measures such as perimeter
fencing around formal and informal storage areas. For instance, with the program in Misrata, Libya, UNMAS placed

stored and easily accessible weapons.
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Libyan stockpile with artillery shells and a man-portable air-defense system (MANPADS).
Photo courtesy of Nathan Beriro.

done in terms of weapons proliferation from Libya to regional conflicts, these measures, implemented at the local and
national levels, address the ongoing threat in the context of
Libya’s efforts to restore public security.
The U.N. program in Cote d’Ivoire represents a pivotal success for mine action-driven implementation of weapons and
ammunition management. The HALO Trust (HALO), with
UNMAS coordination, worked with Ivorian security forces
to rehabilitate a majority of the country’s storage facilities.
National technical capacity was strengthened to such an extent that the state became a regional model for safe and secure ammunition storage and is increasingly called upon to
share experience and technical expertise. In a strong display
of South–South cooperation, Chad, the Democratic Republic
of the Congo (DRC) and the ROC visited Cote d’Ivoire in 2012
to learn from its experience and apply the country’s methods
in the implementation of their own national weapons and ammunition management operations.6
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agement, successfully advocating to the U.N. Department of
Peacekeeping Operations and U.N. Department of Political
Affairs that unsecured munitions threaten security and stability and fuel terrorist activities. As a result, the U.N. missions in Cote d’Ivoire, DRC, Libya and South Sudan have
allocated specific funding to UNMAS for projects that address security and storage. UNMAS has in turn coordinated and implemented these activities through NGOs, such as
HALO, MAG (Mines Advisory Group) and the Swedish Civil
Contingencies Agency. As circumstances demonstrate the necessity for similar projects in Mali and other conflict-affected
countries, the trend of including weapons and ammunition
security management funding in peacekeeping budgets will
likely continue.
The Expanding Role of Mine Action
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See endnotes page 64

All mine action actors are responsible
for lobbying, advocacy and re-branding

The views expressed in this article are

their wide range of work (to include all

those of the author and do not necessarily

mine action, CWD, PSSM, SA/LW and

represent the views of the United Nations.

weapons security issues) as critical for
both security and development.
Second, sufficient and sustained
funding is essential to the predictability
and effectiveness of interventions; however, gaining access to funds remains a
challenge for those implementing mine
action. Mine action implementers must
continue to engage in outreach efforts,
establish new links with these entities
and lobby states likely to fund projects
in affected states.
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